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But, assuming that the claim is valid for the combination of elements
specifically enumerated, it must still be limited by the prior art to the
form of mechanism described and shown in the specification and draw-
ings, or what is plainly the equivalent The defendants' machine is
quite different in its organization. The pasting mechanism of com·
plainant's machine, which is somewhat complicated in construction,
must be placed directly under the pile of end blanks in order to do its
work. In defendants' machine the paste is applied by a rotary device
below and in front of the stack of blanks, and while the lowermost end
blank is advancing on the reciprocating carrier. The vertical guides
for holding the blanks in defendants' machine, unlike the complainant's,
have no reciprocating movement towards the pastel's; neither do they
hold the end blanks above the pastel's, or exercise any cOfitrol or guid-
ance by which the surface to be pasted is determined. The Cushman
carrier operates more as a pusher, and quite differently from the defend-
ants' carrier with its forward projecting fingers. But, without enter-
ing into further details, we are of opinion that the blank in defendants'
machine is pasted and transferred from the pile of blanks into position
on the box-body in a materially different manner from that described by
Cushman in his patent, and by means which cannot be considered equiva-
lent, in view of the scope of the Cushman invention, and that, therefore,
there is no infringement. Bill dismissed.
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PATENTS-ApPARATUS FOR PLAYING DVPLICATE WHIST.
The Bisler patent, No. 525,941, for an apparatus for playing duplIcate

whIst, held valid and infringed as to claIms 1, 2, and 4.

This is a suit in equity by the United States Playing-Card Company
against A. G. Spaulding & Bros. for infringement of a patent.
Arthur v. Briesen, for plaintiff.
Fred. L. Chappell, for defendants.

WHEELER, District Judge. This suit is brought for alleged in·
fringement of patent No. 525,941, applied for December 30, 1893, dated
September 11, 1894, and issued to Gustav A. Bisler, for apparatus for
playing duplicate whist; consisting of two square plates, with corner
blocks between, forming sides, and a center block, whose sides form
the inner ends, of pockets, in which the hands of cards are kept, by
springs, in their original order, showing the lead, for playing again in
the same order with a different lead, with recesses in the edges of the
plates for the fingers to withdraw the hands of cards. The specifica-
tion refers to drawings showing the parts by letters, and the claims
are for:
(1) An apparatus for playing duplicate whist, consistIng of a tray composed

of plates, with intervening corner and central blocks, forming pockets closed
on theIr sides and inner ends, and open at the outer edge of the tra y, sub-
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stantlally as, described. (2) A tray, for the purpose set forth, consisting. of
the plates,B, B, having. the recesses, G,,1n their sides, the intervening blocks.o and D, forming the pockets, E, closed at their sides and inner ends, and the
springs, F,' in said pockets, said parter being combined substantially as de-
scribed. (3) A tray for the purpose named, consisting of two plates having
recesses :in their sides, blocks between said plates, forming pockets closed at
their sides and inner ends, and open at their outer ends, and an attacbing sheet
for said plates, said sheet being attached to one plate, and having flaps
turned under the portion of the plate at theflnger portions hereof, and flaps
turned over the said blocks and secured to the other plate, said parts being
combinedsubstautially as described. (4) A tray for the purpose named, con-
sisting of a tray having pockets therein closed at their sides and inner ends,
and open at the outer edgeil of the tray, springs in said pockets for holding
cards therein, an attaching sheet for said .plates, and corner piecea on said
plates, said plates having recesses in their edges, and said parts being com-
bined substanUally as described.

...L
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Several patents are set up as anticipations, the most similar and im-
portant of which are No. 462,448, dated November 3, 1891, and granted
to Paine and Sebring, fora square plate, with rubber straps on each
Hide, for holding the hands of cards; No. 464,469, dated December 1,
1891, and granted to one Woodbury, for four flexible pockets attached
to a square center, and folding together upon it, for holding the hands
of cards; No. 481,995, dated September 6, 1892, and granted to one
Work, for a square plate, with a divisional compartment on each corner,
for holding the hands of cards; and No. 514,302, applied for March
29, 1893, dated February 6, 1894, and granted to one Butler, for an
open tray in the form of a cross, with receptacles at the extremities,
and elastic bands around them, for holding the hands of cards; and
each structure providing a mark for distinguishing the lead. While
each of these shows an apparatus for holding the hands of cards in or-
der, by four receptacles, in the order of the four players, on or in a
plate or tray, or about a square center, and therefore they leave only
room for improvements upon all of them by later inventions, obviously
enough this invention is different from any of them, and occupies
room left between them; and the first, second, and fourth claims of the
patent seem valid for the differences specified in them. The covering
sheets of the third claim do not seem patentable.
The alleged infringement is of two kinds, in one of which (the Kal·

amazoo tray) the lower plate is larger than the upper, with a spot in
it raised in each pocket, for retaining the cards in place, and the corner
and central blocks are not square, but rectangular, so placed as to
be near enough, without touching each other, to form the pockets that
will hold the cards, without being actually closed; and in the other,
which is made according to patent No. 555,903, dated March 3, 1896,
and granted to one Johnson, for such an apparatus, four pockets are
formed in the corners between the plates by narrow inclosing and par-
tition strips, with recesses through the inclosing strips and in the plates
for the fingers, and openings through the upper plate next to the in-
side of the remaining ends of the inclosing strips for inserting the cards,
which are retained by these ends. The important improvement pat-
ented to Bisler was the pocket formed between the two plates on each
of the four sides by the blocks, to which the recesses for the fingers
and the spring were incidental. The pockets of the infringements
would be closed for this purpose when they were tight enough to well
hold the cards; inclosing and partition strips would be blocks in the
corners and center, althongh not square in length and breadth, when
80 placed there as to form a pocket at each side, although nearer to
one end of the side than to the other; and the raised spot in the plate
would be a spring, when it should cause pressure upon the cards, by
elasticity, to retain them. According to these views, both of these
structures appear to infringe the first and fourth claims; and the
Kalamazoo one, the second, also. Decree for plaintiff.

(December 7, 1898.)
Upon the settlement of the interlocutory decree herein, attention

is called to an error, in supposing that one alleged infringement is made
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according to Johnson patent, No. 555,903, as testified liy experts on
examination in chief, but corrected on cross-examination not noticed.
The interior space between the pockets is filled by a block, inst.ead of
being left vacant between the partition strips of' that patent. The
operation of the pockets appears to be the same in either case; the filled
space and vacancy being, in difference, wholly immaterial. The struc·
ture is accordingly held to infringe. Decree. accordingl;r..

PALMER PNEUMATIC TIRE CO. v. LOZIER.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit. December Ii, 1898.)

No. 512.

1. PATENTS-EQUITY SUIT FOR INTERFERENCE-SCOPE OF' JURISDICTION.
In a suit in equity, under Rev. St. § 4918, to obtain an adjudication be-

tween interfering patents, the court is not limited to a determination of
the question of priority of invention between the interfering patentees.
The statute necessarily presupposes a patentable invention as the subject-
matter of the lltigation, and If it should appear that neither of the patents
In suit is valld, for want of such patentable invention, the court is not
required to perform the useless task of considering and adjudicating
priorities between them. but should dismiss the bill, and deny rellef to
either party.

2. SAME-Two PATENTS FOR SAME INVENTION.
A patentee cannot extract or reserve an essential element of his Inven·

tlon, without which a patent would not have been granted, and make it
the subject of a subsequent valid patent. When once the invention has
been used as the consideration for a grant, there is nothing on which a
second grant can be supported.

B. SAME. _
'Where the characteristic and essential element of a patented article is

made the subject of a later patent, the last, and not the first, patent is void,
though the invention of such element preceded that of the completed ar-
ticle.

4. &ME-FABRIC8 FOR PNEUHATIC TIREs.
The first three claims of the Palmer patent, No. 493,220, for a fabric

made of elastic and impervious material, such as rubber, haVing imbedded
within the surface threads substantially out of contact with each other
(used chiefly in pneumatic tires), held void in a suit for interference under
Rev. 8t. § 4918, on the ground that such fahrlc constituted an essential ele-
ment of the invention covered by the prior patent, No. 489,714, granted to
the same Patentee for a rubber tube for pneumatic and other purposes.
The Hoss patent, No. 539,224, for the same fabric, also held void, on the
ground that such fabric was an essential feature of the invention covered
by the prior patent, No. 495,975, to the same patentee, for an improvement
in pneumatic tires.
84 Fed. 659, reversed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
Division of the Northern District of Ohio.
This was a suit in equity by the Palmer Pneumatic Tire Company

against Henry A. Lozier to determine a question of interference be-
tween certain patents, Loth relating to "a new and useful improvement
in From a decree adjudging defendant's patent to be prior
in point of invention and reduction to practice (84 Fed. 659), the plain-
tiff


